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By Henning Krüp

Cuvillier Verlag Mai 2016, 2016. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 212x146x17 mm. Neuware - The
role of enterprise information technology (IT) is undergoing a fundamental shift. IT enabled
innovations in non-IT companies are one of the upcoming trends in the IS research community. To
adapt to the associated changes, firms must develop a strategy that helps overcome the
conventional role of IT. Even traditional industries undergo a shift in their innovation strategies,
seen, e.g., in the energy sector, whose transformation is fostered by new technologies, such as smart
networks to better predict maintenance and improve grid management. IT thus becomes a major
element of the firm's innovation process. This cumulative thesis presents four studies on IT
innovation management based on 1461 interviews and 354 questionnaires. The results help
managers to adjust their leadership strategies and to transform their departments to innovation
drivers. The aim of this thesis is to understand the important factors of employees innovation
intention to help managers create innovative climates within their departments. 158 pp. Englisch.
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of very good read through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a worthy of studying. Your
daily life period will likely be convert as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Ca nda ce K ling-- Ca nda ce K ling

Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson
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